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During the second week of May, took place close to Vinci the course
where the 10 educators shared and learned tool and methods to better
provide learning experiences to their learners. The program was
divided in categories targeting different needs and learning objectives
as there is big diversity among learners associated with our educators.
The main topi� were Learning to Learn, Self-Awareness and Em�ional
Management, Theater of the Oppressed, Non-Violent Communication
and Communication Awareness through Transactional Analysis,
Cooperation, Neg�iation, Empathy and the skill recognition methodology
of Open Badges.

During the 5 days of the course many topi� were analysed and
experimented, some more explored than �hers, that enabled
educators to experience different good practices and understand
better how some methods and techniques can be applied to different
environments and sectors.

Like announced on the first edition of the
newsletter, we had between the 19th and the
22nd of February the Kick-Off meeting in Lisbon.
It was like expected a good opportunity for some
of the partners meet for the first time. The
introductions to the project were made clearer
amongst all, a better understanding of the needs
and capabilities of all sides took place and the
plan for the course and activities was predefined.
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Ne� Steps3
Following the plan, during the ne� months, all partners working with its own type of learners will
develop activities where the learning experiences will be tested. This step is very important to assess
in detail the practical usage of the new practices, analyse, readjust if necessary, evaluate and document.
These activities will take place at Vinci, Italy, at the greek city of Larissa and finally at Satu Mare state
prison in Romania. Different approaches for different needs will be experimented and the results are to
be documented so that �rther on the project all partners can gather again to overlook the whole process.

Ne� Transnational Meeting

Satu Mare, Romania
11 to 15 of December 2017

 

 
With the aim of skill recognition, open digital badges were �rther explained and
experimented. The technology that allows users to assign and collect badges for tasks,
attributes and roles gave purpose to the objective of learning and working with a
different form of recognition for competences.

Open Badge Example
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